
Digital Photography 101
Understanding Your Equipment & Focusing

“Photography”
The word “photography” is comprised of two Latin roots, “photo” meaning “light” and “graph” 
meaning “write,” so photography is “writing in light.”

Light acts as both a particle and a wave. The wave is how light travels, allowing it to enter our 
cameras, while the particles are recorded on our digital sensors or film.

What’s a dSLR?
A dSLR (digital single lens reflex) allows you to swap out your lenses and is a more professional 
camera. It’s name comes from its viewfinder. 

Basically, when we look through the viewfinders of our cameras, we see a scene that’s about an inch 
higher than what our camera sees. So if we were to snap a picture on a point and shoot, depicted at 
the right, the resulting image will have the top inch cut off.

Instead of having to frame your shot then shift your camera up an inch, a dSLR has a mirror and a 
prism inside that bounces the image from the lens and into the viewfinder, so what you see is what 
you get.

Also take note that behind the mirror is the shutter curtain, which covers the digital sensor. In a film 
camera, the shutter curtain would cover the film. We’ll elaborate more on shutter speed in later 
modules.

RAW vs JPEG
A RAW file is the most detailed file available, allowing us more flexibility when editing while also 
occupying a larger space on our cameras. It’s important to note that RAW files can only be opened by 
a photo editing software, such as Photoshop or Lightroom.

Conversely, JPEGs compress and sometimes omit information. However, the perk is that they take up 
less space on your memory cards and can be opened without special software. Another important 
element is that large file sizes can be then be printed in larger sizes.

Have you ever printed a photo just for it to come out fuzzy and pixelated? The digital photo file was 
likely too small. This is resolution.

Essential Camera Functions
Review Button- brings you to a review screen where you can see the photos you’ve taken.

Menu and Info or I Button- Depending on your camera model has settings such as image quality, 
white balance, grid lines, and more.
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Timer- allows you to click the shutter release button (the button at the top of the camera you press 
to take a photo), and then run into the shot before the photo is taken.

Continuous- Your camera will snap numerous photos in succession. Its icon is typically three 
overlaid rectangles, while the timer is usually a stopwatch. Going back to light, let’s talk about flash.

Flash- An artificial light that adds brightness and fill light to a scene. 

Your camera may or may not have a built in (also known as an onboard) flash. If it does, your camera 
will either have a lightning bolt flash icon or the flash icon will be a setting on your camera’s top dial.

While on auto mode, your flash will typically pop up automatically in a dark setting, but if you want 
to force the flash to fire, click the lightning bolt button and your flash will pop up.

Whether you have an onboard flash or not, your camera will have a hot shoe on the top. It’s a metal 
contact with brackets that hold an external flash in place.

Dial (top of camera)- Settings on this dial vary based on your camera’s make and model.
     Auto- Your camera chooses all settings based on the surrounding light.
     Shutter Priority (Tv or S)- You choose the shutter speed, your camera selects the other settings.
     Aperture Priority (Av or A)- You choose the aperture, your camera selects the other settings.
     Manual (M)- You select all camera settings.

Focusing
Focus makes or breaks a photo. You can have gorgeous light and a captivating composition, but if 
your image is out of focus, you’ve lost so much impact.

In order to achieve a photo that’s “tack sharp,” focus on the eyes when photographing a person or 
animal, use a low ISO to prevent graininess, reach for a tripod when shooting below 1/125th of a 
second, and be especially vigilant when shooting with a wide open aperture, such as f/2.8.

Auto vs. Manual Focus
To switch between auto and manual focus, click the switch on your lens. Some Nikon models have an 
additional switch on the camera body that you’ll also have to change.

Below the focus switch, and depending on your lens, is the Image Stabilization switch on Canon or 
the Vibration Reduction switch on Nikon. Whenever we take a photo, our image is prone to camera 
shake. No matter how hard we try, it’s difficult to be completely still.

The wind, our environment, shifting, and even breathing cause us to shift our cameras ever so 
slightly, and image stabilization or vibration reduction are meant to offset that.
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Auto Focus
Best for moving subjects or portraits. The quickest way to autofocus is to hold the shutter release 
button down halfway and when your image comes into focus, press the button down the rest of the 
way. You can also hold the shutter release button down halfway to focus on your subject, and then 
shift your camera so your subject is in a different part of your frame while maintaining that focus. Be 
sure you hold the button down halfway while you move the camera, though, then press it down the 
rest of the way when you’re ready to take the picture.

Focal points can only be manually selected when your camera is on full manual mode and your lens is 
set to autofocus. How it works is you look through your viewfinder and light up the square where you 
want your camera to focus. Through your viewfinder you’ll see a bunch of little squares displayed in a 
diamond shape, and the square that’s lit up in red is your focal point, where your camera will focus. If 
all of your focal points are lit up, your camera is back on full autofocus, so it will choose the focal 
point.

Manual Focus
Best for moving subjects or portraits. The quickest way to autofocus is to hold the shutter release 
button down halfway and when your image comes into focus, press the button down the rest of the 
way. You can also hold the shutter release button down halfway to focus on your subject, and then 
shift your camera so your subject is in a different part of your frame while maintaining that focus. Be 
sure you hold the button down halfway while you move the camera, though, then press it down the 
rest of the way when you’re ready to take the picture.

Lenses
Focal Length- The smaller the number, the wider the angle, the larger the number, the more you can 
zoom in on your subject.

Wide-angle lenses are used in landscape and real estate (35mm), while mid-range focal lengths are 
ideal for portraits. The starting range for a telephoto lens is typically a 70-200mm.

Lens Distortion- Lenses work by moving in or out based on whether you want a wide angle or 
close-up shot. Wide-angle lenses cause distortion when photographing people, because they make 
certain features appear wider. Therefore, the most ideal lens for portraits is an 85mm.

Crop vs. Full Frame Sensors- There are two different sized sensors based on the camera model you 
have. A higher end, more expensive DSLR has a full frame sensor, while an entry level (think Canon 
Rebel T5i) has a smaller, or crop frame sensor.

What that means is your lenses will behave differently if you have a crop frame sensor. Basically, 
they’ll start out more zoomed into your subject, as depicted in this photo.
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How to Read a Lens
Camera lenses have multiple numbers. The focal length is represented in mm, like 28-135mm, while 
the aperture range is shown as either 1:3.5-5.6 or f/3.5-5.6. The f/ is read as f-stop. 

Aperture range is how wide your lens’ aperture can open. For the 28-135mm lens, the widest it can 
open at 28 mm is f/3.5, while the widest it can open at 135mm is f/5.6. The smaller the aperture, the 
wider it opens, meaning the more background blur you can get.

The final number we’re going to pay attention to is the lens filter size, which is represented by an o 
with a slash through it next to a millimeter measurement. The 28-135mm lens has a lens filter size of 
72mm, meaning it is 72mm in diameter and would call for a lens filter that size.

Lens Filters- Basically sunglasses for your lens. These are the most common.
     Neutral Density (ND)- Darkens the frame without adding too much of a color tint, and is used on    
particularly sunny days.
     Polarizer (CPL)- Saturates colors while eliminating glare and is a must-have for landscape shots.
     Ultraviolet (UV)- Cuts through haze, resulting in a sharper scene. This filter type also protects     
your lens, and most photographers keep a UV filter on their lenses all the time.

How to Upload Photos to Your Computer
The first is to use a cord to plug your camera directly into your computer. The second is to remove 
your memory card, insert it into a card reader or your computer directly, and then transfer the 
photos.

One important thing to remember is to unplug your camera or memory card from your computer, 
verify that the photos are there, and then delete them from your camera. This will reduce your 
likelihood of accidentally deleting your masterpieces.

SD vs CF Card- SD cards are much lighter and cheaper, while CF cards are faster and more durable. 
Both cards have a read speed, or how quickly you can view review your photos, a write speed, how 
quickly your photos are recorded on your memory card, and a storage capacity.

Batteries- If you have a dSLR, it most likely requires a lithium ion battery.

When storing your batteries or transporting them, always be sure to have a plastic cover over the 
back. This prevents friction from causing the battery to catch fire.

When going through airport security and while on the airplane, keep your lithium ion batteries 
covered and do not keep one in your camera until you are back on the ground.
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